Admission of Refugees to U.S. (Free Ports and Emergency Shelter)

Emergency Refugee Shelter (Approval - 5 Shelters)
My Honorable Franklin D. Roosevelt
President
White House, Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. President:

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. I know that you will not only have my support but the support of most Americans.

It would be worthy of American traditions if you could seek your way clear to open additional Camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

Very Respectfully

Mary Azrak
The President
The White House
Washington, D.C.

My dear Sir,

All of us in this family are with you heart and soul in your new move to...
To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler’s terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler’s victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) Mlle. Lauer Wolf
Address 2249-64 St. Brooklyn, N. Y.

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler’s terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler’s victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed)
Address 297-27 Nassau St.

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler’s terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler’s victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) Mlle. Czakowska
Address 127 Avenue Beekman, N. Y.
To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler’s terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler’s victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) Miss R. Westergard
Address 948 7th St. N.W., D.C.

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler’s terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler’s victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) Mrs. W. W. White Jr.
Address 287 9th Ave., N.Y. 11, N.Y.

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler’s terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler’s victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) Bernard Y. Williams
Address 60 Market St., Poughkeepsie, N.Y.
To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) Margaret Warner
Address 413 S. Mary St., Burlington, Ky.

---

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) George Wait
Address 4910 7th Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

---

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) Fred Weiler
Address 38 West 94 St., New York C.
To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed)  

Address

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed)  

Address

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed)  

Address
To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed)  Ellen Plesky
Address  344 East 46 St, N.Y.C.
To the President
The White House
Washington, D.C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) Mayme L. Sterling
Address Old Lyme, Conn.

To the President
The White House
Washington, D.C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) Harold L. Austin
Address 2010 2nd Ave., N.E., Washington, D.C.
To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed)  

Address
To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) [Signature]
Address 114 Franklin St., New York

TO THE PRESIDENT
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON, D. C.

I AM WITH YOU HEART AND SOUL IN YOUR NEW MOVE TO SAVE THE VICTIMS OF HITLER'S TERROR IN EUROPE. AND I KNOW THAT YOU WOULD HAVE NOT ONLY MY SUPPORT, BUT THE SUPPORT OF MOST AMERICANS, IF YOU COULD SEE YOUR WAY CLEAR TO OPEN ADDITIONAL CAMPS IN WHICH HITLER'S VICTIMS COULD FIND TEMPORARY ASYLUM IN THIS COUNTRY.

SIGNED [Signature]
ADDRESS 1430 Georgia Ave., N.W.
To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) 

Address

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) 

Address

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) 

Address
TO THE PRESIDENT
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON, D.C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

Signed. 

Address. University of Conn.

Storrs, Conn.
To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed)  
Address  

(Signed)  
Address  

(Signed)  
Address
To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) Martin Adler
Address 1111 Woodlawn Ave., N.W., (59), W. 2.

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) Joseph E. Schwartz
Address 2697 Cristol Ave., N.W., 53

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) Mrs. Sanger Sayers
Address 1334 Madison Ave.
To the President
The White House
Washington, D.C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) Mrs. Max. I. Schaefer
Address 2065, Aland...Anconover, Bk. N.y.

To the President
The White House
Washington, D.C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) Mr. Lebreuer Schaefer
Address 89, Second Ave.

To the President
The White House
Washington, D.C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) Jack Schlanger
Address 304, W. 92nd Street N.Y.C.
To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) 
Address 

Mrs. G. Lely
158 W. 49th St., N. Y.

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) 
Address 

Vera Sandler
1145 W. Monroe Ave., C/O Mrs. Hershey

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) 
Address 

Leah Jorna
440 Kingston Dr., New York
To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) Evelyn Rosenberg
Address 1600 Pennsylvania Ave. NW

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed)  
Address  

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) Harold Rubinstein
Address 1600 Pennsylvania Ave. NW
To the President
The White House
Washington, D.C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) 

Address 616 Longfellow St. NW D.C.

TO THE PRESIDENT
WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON, D.C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) 

Address 415 Schenectady Ave.

Zellern - Y

To the President
The White House
Washington, D.C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) 

Address 252 Seventh Ave N.Y.C.
To the President
The White House
Washington, D.C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed)  Frances Beising
Address  1402 West 4th St. (Brooklyn), N.Y.

To the President
The White House
Washington, D.C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed)  Paul E. Reinhart
Address  4939 Sedge Ave., N.P.

To the President
The White House
Washington, D.C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

Signed  William J. Koontz
Address  703 8/37 21, N.Y.
To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) [Signature]
Address [Address]

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) [Signature]
Address [Address]

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) [Signature]
Address [Address]
To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) William J. Duff
Address 2 East 54th, N.Y.C. 22

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) Nathan Gitlin
Address 500 Riverside Dr., N.Y., N.Y.

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe.

And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find asylum in this country.

(Signed) Kurt Silzer
Address 250 Riverside Dr.
New York 25, N.Y.
To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed)    

Address

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed)    

Address

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed)    

Address
To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) Mary A. Lake
Address 219, Halsey Ave., Aug. 25, 1944

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) Fannie Powers
Address 1258-43 St., Feb. 13, 1944

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) R. B. Pearson Family
Address 333, Broadway, New York 7, N. Y.
To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) 

Address 

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) 

Address

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) 

Address
To the President
The White House
Washington, D.C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed)  
Alfred Michael
Address  
21 W 89th St, N.Y.C.

To the President
The White House
Washington, D.C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed)  
Eliza Miller
Address  
1912 Courtland Ave, Bronx, N.Y.

To the President
The White House
Washington, D.C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed)  
Miss Sylvia Moses
Address  
515 Park Avenue, Brooklyn, N.Y.
TO THE PRESIDENT
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON, D. C.

I AM WITH YOU HEART AND SOUL IN YOUR NEW MOVE TO SAVE THE VICTIMS OF HITLER'S TERROR IN EUROPE. AND I KNOW THAT YOU WOULD HAVE NOT ONLY MY SUPPORT, BUT THE SUPPORT OF MOST AMERICANS, IF YOU COULD SEE YOUR WAY CLEAR TO OPEN ADDITIONAL CAMPS IN WHICH HITLER'S VICTIMS COULD FIND TEMPORARY ASYLUM IN THIS COUNTRY.

SIGNED Ruth Marshall
ADDRESS 922 Elsmere Pl., 13e.

TO THE PRESIDENT
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON, D. C.

I AM WITH YOU HEART AND SOUL IN YOUR NEW MOVE TO SAVE THE VICTIMS OF HITLER'S TERROR IN EUROPE. AND I KNOW THAT YOU WOULD HAVE NOT ONLY MY SUPPORT, BUT THE SUPPORT OF MOST AMERICANS, IF YOU COULD SEE YOUR WAY CLEAR TO OPEN ADDITIONAL CAMPS IN WHICH HITLER'S VICTIMS COULD FIND TEMPORARY ASYLUM IN THIS COUNTRY.

SIGNED Ruth Marshall
ADDRESS 922 Elsmere Pl., 13e.
To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) 
Address

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) 
Address

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) 
Address
To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed)  
Jack Malawista  
Address  
902 Flatlands Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y.

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed)  
Ellen Maidel  
Address  
974 S. 58th St., Brooklyn, N.Y.

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed)  
Adrian S. Mann  
Address  
364 W. 18 St., N.Y.C.
I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed)  
Estelle Lyons  
Address  
181 Rockaway Parkway, N.Y.

To the President  
The White House  
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find asylum in this country.

(Signed)  
Estelle Lyons  
Address  
181 Rockaway Parkway, N.Y.

To the President  
The White House  
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed)  
Estelle Lyons  
Address  
181 Rockaway Parkway, N.Y.

To the President  
The White House  
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed)  
Estelle Lyons  
Address  
181 Rockaway Parkway, N.Y.

To the President  
The White House  
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed)  
Estelle Lyons  
Address  
181 Rockaway Parkway, N.Y.

To the President  
The White House  
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed)  
Estelle Lyons  
Address  
181 Rockaway Parkway, N.Y.

To the President  
The White House  
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed)  
Estelle Lyons  
Address  
181 Rockaway Parkway, N.Y.

To the President  
The White House  
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed)  
Estelle Lyons  
Address  
181 Rockaway Parkway, N.Y.

To the President  
The White House  
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed)  
Estelle Lyons  
Address  
181 Rockaway Parkway, N.Y.

To the President  
The White House  
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed)  
Estelle Lyons  
Address  
181 Rockaway Parkway, N.Y.
To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed)       (Signed)       (Signed)

Address       Address       Address

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.
To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) .......................... .......................... ..........................
Address .................................................. ..........................

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) ..........................
Address .................................................. ..........................

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) ..........................
Address .................................................. ..........................
To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) Miss Bette Grauer
Address 251 64th Street Brooklyn

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) Mrs. H. Kuna Miss E. Kuna
Address 1806 Anthony Ave. Sp. 5

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) Maurice Landay
Address 253 West 72nd New York
To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed)  
Address 231, Brightwater, Coast, Brooklyn

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed)  
Address 311, East Ave, Brooklyn, N. Y.

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed)  
Address 231, E. 26th, N. Y.

(Brooklyn, N. Y.)
TO THE PRESIDENT
WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) 

Address

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) 

Address

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) 

Address
June 13, 1944

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

[Signature]

ALBERT KLEIN

AK: EJ
To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) Anice P. Hughes
Address 467 Greenwood Ave. Trenton, N. J.

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) Helen Chadwick
Address 303 Rhode Island Ave. E. Washington, D. C.

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) Paul Murray Doquil
Address England, Farnesfield, N. Y.
To the President
The White House
Washington, D.C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) Daniel Hoffman
Address 1901 75th Ave, Brooklyn, NY

To the President
The White House
Washington, D.C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) Edith Ruth Hopkins
Address Brooklyn, NY
To the President
The White House
Washington, D.C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) Ulf
Address 48-7th Avenue
New York City, N.Y.

To the President
The White House
Washington, D.C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) Elie Wiesel
Address 24 James Pl., Brentford 8, N.Y.

To the President
The White House
Washington, D.C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) Elie Wiesel
Address 24 James Pl., Brentford 8, N.Y.
To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) Ellen Herman

Address \( \text{14} \text{th}, \text{228 East, B} \text{4, 57, N.Y.} \)
To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) NATHANIEL HARMAN
Address 630 West 173 Street N.Y. N.Y.

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) Harold Steiko
Address 32-86-33rd St. Astoria L.I.

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) Rose Steiko
Address 254 Kendall St. Boston Mass.
To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

M. Handler

MORRIS HANDLER
Almore Realty Corporation

MH:HW
To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) 
Address 

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) 
Address 

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) 
Address
June 13-1944

The President of the U.S.A.
The White House:
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. President:

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support but the support of most Americans if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

Respectfully yours,

[Signature]

216 Hudson St.
Cliffside Park, N.J.
To the President
The White House
Washington, D.C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) 
Address

To the President
The White House
Washington, D.C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) 
Address

To the President
The White House
Washington, D.C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) 
Address
To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) "DeLilah" Lufrano
Address 312 6 Cortland Ave. - N.Y.

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) "DeLilah" Lufrano
Address 21 11 12th St. Brooklyn 10

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) "Mary" Gillick
Address 1229 W. 32nd Philadelphia
To the President
The White House
Washington, D.C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) ISAAC CHAPMAN
Address 760, 9th Coneway, Bronx, N.Y.

---

To the President
The White House
Washington, D.C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) Leo Kargick
Address 919 Eastern Parkway, Brooklyn, N.Y.

---

To the President
The White House
Washington, D.C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) Caryn Gade
Address 1774 Hobart St., N.W., Washington, D.C.
To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) Mrs. Henry Furry
Address 241 S. Main St. 

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) Mrs. Henry Furry
Address 193 W. 10th St. N.Y.C.

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) Michael J. Gann
Address 215 W. 9th St. Apt. 5. New York, N.Y.
To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed)                
Jennie Falk
Address         184 Clarkson Ave. Boston, Mass.

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed)                
Mrs. Myra Louis Feldman
Address         18-27 Ditmars Ave., Astoria, Long Island

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed)                
Rose Flensber
Address         211 Lexington Ave., Rochester, N. Y.
To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed)  
Address

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed)  
Address

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed)  
Address
To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) Rodolpho Demerly
Address 340 Kent St. Brooklyn, N. Y.

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) Mrs. Selma Dunn
Address 1243 19th Avenue Avenue - Bronx, N. Y.

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) Marshall Ehrlich
Address 1202 Avenue Q. Brooklyn 29 N. Y.
To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) Joseph P. 
Address 1374 W. 

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) Elizabeth W. Drake
Address 1051 S. 

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) Elaine 
Address 1062 7th 

White House
Washington, D.C.
To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) Miss Shirley Gutter
Address 612 West 112th

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in

(Signed) Irving Deutsch
Address 555 W. 185 St., N.Y. 32, N.Y.

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in

(Signed) Margaret Delman
Address 20-26 Grand Park East, N.Y. 104
To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed)  
Address

(Signed)  
Address

(Signed)  
Address
To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) Louisa E. Cohen
Address 1324 Shore Blvd., Brooklyn, N.Y.

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) Gertrude E. Cohen
Address 1765 E. 221/2 St., Brooklyn

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) Rose Z. Cohen
Address 313 Glenmore Ave.
To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) [Signature]
Address 1550 15th St., N. W.
To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

With you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) Benjamin Bunts
Address 108 W. 29 St. NEW YORK City

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) Freeman H. Bunts
Address 120 W. 70 St. NEW YORK

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) Seymour Chessen
Address 45 E. 72 St. NEW YORK
To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) [Signature]
Address [Address]

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) [Signature]
Address [Address]

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) [Signature]
Address [Address]
To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) David O. Hale
Address 1725 Kalorama Rd.

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) Mrs. F.) Celia P. Hale
Address 1944 Crespiire Ave., Camden, N. J.

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) Mrs. Myron Ira Bower
Address 175 West 93 Street, N.Y. 25, N. Y.
To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler’s terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler’s victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) Shula Beeke
Address 1268 Chestacontee, N. Y., N. Y.

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler’s terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler’s victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) Albert M. Benshad
Address 1915 Chew St., Phila., Pa.

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler’s terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler’s victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed) Mrs. Alice E. Burnam
Address 39 Ocean Ave. Bkly., New York
To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed)  
Address 36 D Ave, New York, N. Y.

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed)  
Address 1503 Metropolitan Ave, Bronx N. Y.

To the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed)  
Address 32 S. Blank NY.
To the President  
The White House  
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed)  
Address  

George Adams  
312 W. 26th St., N. Y. C.

To the President  
The White House  
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed)  
Address  

J. B. Arnow  
312 F. 8th Ave., N. Y. C.

To the President  
The White House  
Washington, D. C.

I am with you heart and soul in your new move to save the victims of Hitler's terror in Europe. And I know that you would have not only my support, but the support of most Americans, if you could see your way clear to open additional camps in which Hitler's victims could find temporary asylum in this country.

(Signed)  
Address  

Mrs. Irwin  
2174 Clinton Ave., Bronx, N. Y.
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A Boy finds in Stamps
The Magic of Seven-League Boots.
His thoughts stride Continents
And touch Tomorrow's Shores.

We see him a Man—Gifted with Imagination
and Talent—a Man whose Sparkling Smile
owes much to Ipana and Massage.

Pursue your hobby, and let it stir your thoughts
and quicken your imagination. Let it reveal to
you new horizons—heights of opportunity and
promise.

For children, such as you, devoted parents
and teachers are doing everything to help you face
your future—to face it with knowledge and confi-
dence and smiling.

You, smiling! For today youth knows a lesson in
dental health that many an adult has yet to learn.
Right in the classrooms of thousands of schools,
boys and girls are being taught the importance of
from, healthy gums to bright teeth and sparkling
smiles.

These youngsters know that soft foods rob our
gums of chewing and stimulation. They know
why gums tend to become tender, sensitive, and
often signal their distress with a ring of "pink"
on your teeth brush.

Never Ignore "Pink Tooth Brush"

If you see "pink" on your tooth brush—on your
dentist; it may not mean anything serious—but get
his advice. He may say that your gums have be-
come tender because of today's soft foods. And
in many instances, he may suggest "the helpful stim-
ulation of Ipana and massage."

For Ipana is designed not only to clean teeth
but, with massage, to aid gums. Every time you
brush your teeth massage a little extra Ipana onto
your gums. Circulation quickens in the gums—
helps them to healthier function. Try Ipana and
massage—for fresher gums, brighter teeth, a love-
lier smile!

Ipana Tooth Paste
Product of Bristol Myers
Finish Fight by Fisher

IT'S a hard-hitting brute — this dual-purpose 5-inch gun. It's the kind of fighting tool needed to smaller enemy fire power, to give our men a life-saving advantage when the going gets tough.

We cannot take credit for all of it. This big 5-incher was designed by the U. S. Navy, and its production is a tribute to the cooperation of thousands of workers and several companies.

But as we see it come down the Fisher assembly lines, we get a thrill of pride out of the work we have done on it. It's proof that Fisher craftsmanship has once more been pointed right, has once more registered a hit in the production target.

Whether it's bombers, fighting planes, anti-aircraft guns, tanks, delicate flight instruments or other armament to be built — Fisher craftsmen are on the job till they get it ironed out. That goes for some very rugged problems just up to us the men who do the shooting. And in this fight to the finish, we intend to stay right in the middle of such things until the final bell rings.

— Every Sunday afternoon

GENERAL MOTORS SYMPHONY OF THE AIR NBC Network

Good children to this household pest! He'll get a long and well-earned rest. Once uprooted with Vaseline Bug-a-boo. He won't come back to bother you!

LETTERS TO THE EDITORS

How "Devil Dogs" master the Dry Scalp disaster!

A marine's tough training in wind, rain, and scorching sun ...

How "Devil Dogs" master the Dry Scalp disaster!

U. S. WARPLIES

The choice show in your picture of the Devil in the making of U. S. warplane equipment reminds us of a myth: that soldiers below daylight fire can necessarily work for an armament when the picture in the eye. The plant is designed for speed, and our men in arms are not idle.

DEVELOPMENTAL CHINA

You article "Life Looks at China" (LIFE, May 13) by Mr. Thomas White has been read with great interest by many readers of LIFE. The article is well written, and the photographs are striking. This is a story of a nation in the midst of a cultural revolution, and the reader is given a glimpse of life in China today.

G'BYE BOYS, IT'S BUG-a-boo

The only good bug is a dead one. So spray with Bug-a-boo! This sugar spray is easy to use, has a pleasant perfume-like fragrance, is economical. It quickly dries to form a pleasant film to repel insects and other pests. Yet Bug-a-boo is safe to use — you'll damage your home or clothes. For example, U.S. Department of Agriculture requirements for an AA grade insect spray.

Also: Bug-a-boo Bath Crystals and Bug-a-boo Victory Garden Spray

How "Devil Dogs" master the Dry Scalp disaster!

Vaseline HAIR TONIC

Gives you better-looking hair, too!

Take a hint from our fighting men all over America and use Vaseline Hair Tonic! Just comb in a few drops daily, or apply directly to the scalp. Apply it before shampooing, too, with our "Vaseline Hair Tonic" Dry Scalp and leave dandruff behind. Vaseline Hair Tonic cleans Dry Scalp and loose dandruff by removing the natural scalp oils ... gives you a neat, well-groomed look! But a battle today! It's the sure way to good-looking hair!

Vaseline HAIR TONIC

The Sign the Nation Knows
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Women!
Count these months in lives—not days

LIVES! Lives of American men ... lives of the men of your own family ... the boy engaged in that girl down the street, the freckle-faced kid who uses to deliver your groceries, the younger who scuffled while he worked in the corner druggist, the husband of your best and oldest friend ... every man is a uniform.

LIVES! That's the measure of time in days of war.
How many of them will it cost America to win the Victory? How many will be lost?

No one knows. But this is certain: the more women who join us already at work—take a war job, enlist in the armed services—the better chance these men will have to live.

For the truth is this: we cannot allow war production to lag without paying a fearful price in casualties. The serious shortage of manpower in war plants and necessary civilian work threatens the success of our military forces.

It grieves right down to that!
Count these months in lives—not days—and no decent American woman will evade her obligation.

LETTERS TO THE EDITORS

NAME: 

Subject: THE SITUATION

Sirs:

I was surprised to learn that you have not published any letters about the situation in your country. As a citizen of this great nation, I feel it is important to express my concerns and thoughts on the current events. Let us work together to find solutions and support our leaders as they strive to maintain peace and order.

Yours sincerely,

S. Smith

HAVE YOU GOT IT?

Maybe you never realized it, but chances are you have Athlete's Foot. Surveys show over 70% of U.S. adults infected each year. Mild cases may be hard to notice. But they may cause a great deal of discomfort. If you have any of these symptoms, you need to see a doctor and get treatment. Your doctor can prescribe a treatment that will get rid of Athlete's Foot. Don't let it become a bigger problem than it has to be.

NEW 2-WAY REDUCTION

1. Use Quinsana on footprints. The same way you would use Quinsana on the skin of your hands. This helps prevent the spread of Athlete's Foot.

2. Glue Quinsana peels into shoe box—let the glue dry. This stops insect from spreading Athlete's Foot.

The greatest Romantic Comedy of All Time!

Gary Cooper, Teresa Wright

"Casanova Brown"

Directed by Sam Wood
A Nunnally Johnson Production

Frank Morgan, Anita Louise

Patricia Collinge, Edmond O'Brien, Julie Eadie

Produced and written for the screen by Nunnally Johnson—From a play by Floyd Dell and Thomas Mitchell—Presented by International Pictures, Inc.—Released by RKO Radio Pictures Inc.
SPEAKING OF PICTURES . . .

These chart Sun’s course.

Everyone knows how the long days of summer blend into the short days of winter, but few people have anything but a hazy idea of how the sun shifts its position in the sky to bring about this yearly cycle.

For over a year Ernest Van Leuven Sr., an engineer with photography for a hobby, has been tracing the seasonal movements of the sun with his camera. Always facing westward from spot outside his Santa Monica, Calif., home, he has succeeded in taking a series of time-exposures which chart two basic elements of solar change: the transition from long days to short and the shifting of the sun’s path as it makes its great annual sweep from south to north and back again across the sky.

Picture No. 1 shows the sun setting at approximately 5:00 p.m. Pacific Time on Dec. 21. This is the shortest day of the year in the Northern Hemisphere, known as the winter solstice. The sun is setting behind a water tower in the distance beyond Van Leuven’s home. At the moment the picture was taken the sun was at its southernmost extreme; from this time on it will set each night at points progressively northward from the water tower. As it moves north the days will become longer. In picture No. 2, taken on March 21, the normal equinox, the sun is setting at a point midway on its northern trip. It is now to the right of Point A and the days are already quite long, for the sun at 5:00 p.m. is still far above the horizon. Picture No. 3 was taken on June 21, the longest day in the Northern Hemisphere, known as the summer solstice. The sun has now reached its northermost limit and its rays beat down almost vertically upon southern California. There are now about 14 hours of daylight out of every 24. From the summer solstice it begins to move southward, passing the autumn equinox (picture No. 4) and setting ever lower each day until it again begins to approach the winter solstice (picture No. 5).

Equal and Sun’s Path Parallels Each Other.

On May 21 Sun is almost back to tower from which it started on Dec. 21. Days now have about nine hours of Sun.
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Go away, Moon—you're making things worse!

Cannon Porecale Sheets

Made by the Makers of Cannon Towels and Handies

CANNON MILLS, INC., 70 WORTH STREET, NEW YORK 13, N.Y.

SPEAKING OF PICTURES

6:00 PM

6 A.M. . . . you're feeling punk

ON WO! You wake up feeling punk because you need a laxative. What's the best way to do about it? Get relief now—when you need it—speedy relief—easy relief!

Take a glass of sparkling Sal Hepatica the minute you get up.

8 A.M. . . . you're full of spunk!

8 out of 10 doctors, interviewed in a survey, recommend this sparkling uphill laxative.

Remember . . . let your neighbors know you need a laxative.

Whenever you need a laxative—take gentle, speedy SAL HEPATICA

Get a bottle of Sal Hepatica from your druggist today. Remembering this: Creation: not only as you receive, but Hepatica is a true coloniding—indicated for all ages, all ailments, all conditions. Ask your druggist. Manufacturers of the stool of the apple.

TUNE IN: "EDDIE CANTOR"—Wednesday, May 1, 8:00 P.M., EST
"DIANNY" with Ed Cantor, Tuesday, May 2, 8:00 P.M., EST
Behind that camouflage you'll find Joe Coppey!

Joe Coppey, an expert in camouflage, is helping to protect our troops by training them in the art of blending into their surroundings. He uses his skills to keep our soldiers hidden from the enemy.

Take this tip: At any of the offices listed below, you can get expert repair service and genuine Schick razor parts. For only 10c, you can get a new 2 1/2-Hole Ground-Steeling Head.

SCHICK CORPORATION, St. Louis, Missouri

To keep your Schick razor in top condition, use Schick shaving cream, shaving cream, and Schick shaving lather in the morning and after shaving. Keep your razor clean and sharp.

SCHICK SHAVER TO HASTEN VICTORY—BUY MORE WAR BONDS

Trust in Case

Warner Bros.

You've wondered why so many people are going around with large, happy smiles and their hearts going bumpity-bump!

They're just seeing JANE! And as a Warner Bros. picture, she's even more heart-warming and more hilarious than the play that ran two solid years on Broadway!

JANE is the teenage daughter of an American family, who sets her father, her mother and the United States Army on their ears. (And as the picture closes, she's about to go to work on the Marines.)

When you've met her, you'll leave the theater with a great big smile on your lips—a smile that's going to come back every time you think of JANE, for a long, long time to come...

We've made a lot of pictures, here at Warner Bros., that reflect America's greatness. But JANE, as much as "Destination Tokyo" or "The Adventures of Mark Twain," is a round-the-corner romancer—romancer America... and another example of how to combine "good picture-making with good citizenship."

WARREN BROS.

Other Current Warner Bros. Productions:

THE ADVENTURES OF MARK TWAIN—MR. SLOFFINGTON—MASK OF DIMITY—CASCARLANA— BETWEEN TWO WORLDS—PASSAGE TO MARSEILLE—DESTINATION TOKYO—WATCH ON THE WIND

JERRY NORDENS—ROBERT HUTCHIN—DONNA REED—DAVID NIVEN—DICK SPRINGER—JOHN ELLIOTT—DONNA REED—JACK PETERS. Produced by VINCENT WELLES.
Staff of Life: American Style

Staff of Life: American Style

It has come as a surprise to many breakfast lovers that any cereal so incredibly good to eat as Peps is actually the equal of the whole, ripe grain in the primitive food elements that have been declared essential to human nutrition.

That's a good thing to know next time you stand before your grocer's cereal shelf—or next time the youngsters say: "Let's have Peps for breakfast."

"The Grains are Great Foods"—W. K. Kellogg

LIFE'S PICTURES

Adolf Zouveschek had a personal camera making pictures of the European refugees. (q. 20-22). Himself a German Jew, he went to work for the A.P. in Berlin 15 years ago next month. As one of Europe's top photographers, he covered the rise of the Fascists, along with his eyes and lens came the speed of many among the little people of a continent. At length he himself left Europe to make a new home and new wider expressions in America.
This is a vital Military Road. Enemy dynamite has made it Useless.

1. This is an important Airfield. A low Hill makes landings and takeoffs Dangerous.

2. This is a Power Shovel that can clear the Road and level the Hill in no time!

3. Its power comes from a mighty Chrysler Industrial engine that's Superfinished like the engine in your Chrysler car.

4. Thanks to Superfinish this engine has the Smoothest moving parts in the world. Now the Shovel can dig harder with fewer repairs... speeding the road to Victory!

5. Superfinish was developed in 1935 by Chrysler Division

The nation-wide Chrysler Dealer Organization offers owners service facilities to meet their wartime transportation needs.

CHRYSLER

DIVISION OF CHRYSLER CORPORATION

6. War Products of Chrysler Division

Industrial Engines
Marine Engines
Marine Tractors
Navy Engines
Navy Tractors
Economy Engine
Porto-Tank Engine Assemblies
Tank Parts
Airplane Wing Panels
Fire-Fighting Equipment
Air Road Snow Gun Guns
Shortwave Radios

WITH HER BABY IN HER ARMS AND HER YOUNG SON TAKING REFUGE, MAD. VAX BASS CROSSES CLAY TO HER NEW HOME AT FORT DEFIANCE.

Weatunctions ARRIVE FROM EUROPE

Once Mrs. Eva Bass (above) was a nightclub singer in Paris. Before the war she lived happily in Milan with her husband and small son. When war came she and her little boy were thrown into prison because they were Swiss born. Later they were sent to a concentration camp and then to "Newchwang" at Batavia. There she gave birth to her baby girl. When the Allies landed in Italy she set out on foot with her two children on a 48-kilometer trip through the fighting lines. She carried the baby in one arm, the boy in the other. Sometimes for days they had no food.

On Aug. 3 Mrs. Eva Bass and 898 other refugees from Europe, arrived in the U.S. A weary, shabby group of men, women, and children from 17 countries, they were chosen to come here from Allied relief camps in Italy because they were virtually destitute and had no means of support. To Americans they gave a firsthand look at the hardships personal tragedies brought on by five years of Europe's war. They will remain at Fort Defiance, Oviedo, S. T., for the duration of the war as wards of the U.S. under the supervision of the War Relocation Authority. Since they entered the U.S. outside the immigration quotas, they will have to leave when the war is over.
Refugees are registered and then assigned to new homes in Army barracks.
Refugees from Europe (continued)

The Doerner family, mother, father and six children, were rescued in two concentration camps in France. In September 1940 they made their escape to Italy. Here a hungry daughter, not knowing quite how to eat gracefully, proudly shows her favorite dish.

David Flugel, an author, was interned in Theresienstadt. He was released in 1949 and returned to Hungary.

Edith Sonnen, a Viennese artist, was a member and organizer for the Partisans. She escaped to Italy.

The Krainer family is now back in their home. Dr. Ernst Wolf, a music writer and novelist from Vienna, was in Rome, where he worked under assumed names.

The Krainer family is now back in their home. Dr. Ernst Wolf is a music writer and novelist from Vienna. He was in Rome, where he worked under assumed names.

The Mihalik family, their son, brother, and sister children, were interned in two concentration camps in France. In September 1940 they made their escape to Italy. Here a hungry daughter, not knowing quite how to eat gracefully, proudly shows her favorite dish.

Ella Noguth, an actress, was interned in Theresienstadt. She was released in 1949 and returned to Paris.

Edith Sonnen, a Viennese artist, was a member and organizer for the Partisans. She escaped to Italy.
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EDITORIAL

THE EDUCATION OF SYDNEY HILLMAN
HE HAS LEARNED A LOT ABOUT PRESSURE POLITICS BUT NOT ENOUGH ABOUT AMERICA

The high drama at the Democratic convention in Chicago—Sidney Hillman's attempt to take over the party of Jefferson and Wilson—was preceded by a full-dress rehearsal in New York City. This was a strictly metropolitan affair. The middle-class artists and the small towns of America don't know much about it. But the ambitious Mr. Hillman seems to have a taste for destiny, if only the destiny of the Democratic Party, they ought to know the story of his political training—the story of New York's American Labor Party.

Like almost every other recent labor story of violent emotions, it goes back to John L. Lewis. In 1919, the fiery son of C. I. O., organized a New Deal auxiliary force and founded it Labor's Non-Partisan League. Its chairman was John L. Lewis; its treasurer was Sidney Hillman; and its New York affiliate was the American Labor Party.

This A. L. P. has been said, was from the beginning a minuscule on all three accounts; it wasn't American but strictly New Yorky, it wasn't Labor but just a political controllable to control those New York Democrats who might be repelled by the Tammany B.O. and so it wasn't a party at all.

And yet, at least during its first halcyon years, A. L. P. seemed to have a legitimate purpose, America's political scene was being frequented and ultimately enrichcd, by various attempts to launch a third party, A. L. P., even if it ended in New York, might have become an interesting experiment in making the independent vote count. And for a while, A. L. P. swung around 100,000 votes in New York State kept a franchise to decide on the merits of big parties, but eventually it became more than an interesting idea and eventually in 1933, Hillman heaved the margin that elected him district attorney.

Communists Split the A.L.P.

Enter the Communists. Earl Browder's poor showing in the 1938 election resulted in dropping the Communist Party from the New York ballot and it was looking bleak. A. L. P. got what it asked for and when it finally got its hands on the votes, it suddenly seemed to have a chance to become an important political force. A. L. P. had a chance to become a major political party.

But it was in this view that Sidney Hillman developed the strategy he later applied on a national level. To throw into a political debate (that, by American tradition, is joined by individuals who get up and want to be counted) the collective weight of legally unorganized sections. In his own words this is Mr. Hillman's idea of U.S. politics: "My proposal, in brief, is that all matters of party policy be to be democratically determined by the vote of the representatives of the corporatization trade unions, based upon their explicit party position in the party." Sydney Hillman had discovered something, but it wasn't America. In fact, he had discovered the common denominator of all totalitarian regimes - to crush the individual's free political decision by the momentum of anonymous mass organization.

The Left Wing ticket, led by Hillman and sponsored by Browder, washed in A.L.P. primaries. The Right Wing, led by Dubinsky, left New York's A. L. P. and recaptured it last May as the Liberal Party. Then Mr. Hillman acquired a useful political machine in the biggest state in the Union. He also gained an invaluable experience on how to take over someone else's party. The rehearsal was a success. He was all set for the big opening in Chicago.

A Foreign Phenomenon

What a few years ago might have looked like an outlawed brawl among New York's truly isolated radicals may well be the founding of a national force. At the end of the war this will be a new nation, supercharged with debts, emotions and a desire for change. And though nobody can foresee the shape of this movement, one thing is clear beyond doubt: this will be a nation jealously protecting its personality, opposed to anything foreign.

Now what makes Mr. Hillman's political ventures a foreign phenomenon is neither the birthplaces of many A. L. P. members nor his own. In fact, Eugene P. Connolly, a spokesman of Hillman's A. L. P., is an office of the Soviet of America. That is still a nation of immigrants—of immigrants who are overwhelmingly in voluntary agreement with the common purpose of America.

The utterly foreign phenomenon that is indicated by Mr. Hillman's rise to prominence is his intellectual backers' arrogant resentment against America's middle-class nature. Their is a quarrel for the foreign Balkanization of the U.S. A. L. P. is an extreme of national socialism. There are groups in the country today who are as willing to go to war as they are to vote, and these groups today are the groups that are ready to go to war in the name of America.

That Mr. Hillman's A. L. P. was disasterized with the two-party system and dreamed of reform does not make it foreign. Though the U.S. people have a sound prejudice in favor of the two-party system, they can often understand, and have often shared, a desire for reform and for stirring up water. But the mere idea of a third party on the left side in New York is foreign. In the eyes of New Yorkers, this is a small-town nation. And who ever tries to change this fundamental fact of America's life becomes enemies.

The last formal picture of the McNair family before both father (left) and son were killed in action.

Last formal picture of the McNair family before both father (left) and son were killed in action.
ARGENTINA SHOWS ARMY
THE PANOPLY OF FASCISM APPEARS IN SOUTH AMERICA
COMPLETE WITH PARADES, SYMBOLS, SLOGANS AND ARMS

Mountain troops are Peru's own specially. The display of these particular troops made the Chinese audience.

Tiger tanks are supposed to mount one 105mm. gun, four machine guns and to move at about 45 mph. on level ground. Though 40 tons, Argentina's tanks are so highly supported and groomed that they are entirely equal in appearance to American or British tanks.

Antiaircraft guns are loved by standard English aerialcraft. Trucks have been converted from the slopes of internal hills into small artillery. Peru has lately acquired a large number of these trucks and seems intent on offering her own army followers.

Over 4000 people of the Pan American army for the port of a week. Most of them, naturally, were made in Argentina.

Parachutists were seen in a circling mass, one man with a parachute, another with a parachute, another with a parachute. The Buenos Aires newspaper, the Sunday morning paper, has been put out of business.

On the far right are Peruvian airplanes noticed as they flew in formation. The American model is the one used by the Peruvian army.

Hats pull most of Argentina's artillery. These are short distant bombers made in France by Schneider-Canon.
THE BATTLE OF FRANCE

Vast Allied offensives roll through the low hills and plains of northern France on the way to Paris.

Through Abbeville, a setback designed to trap German tank forces still concentrated in Normandy; 4, northeast across the Loire through Orleans (not shown on diagram) in the direction of the great Brierean port of Barfins. In addition to the fast American drives heading out of the Boston position, the British were trying to break through in the north and east of Caen. The August 8th Cannaians forced their way northward en route to Falaise, but the density of German artillery defenses stopped them after a push of six miles. The Germans still hold on grimly to the remnants of their shattered line in Normandy. A few miles further north they made violent counterattacks in an attempt to push to the sea near Avranches. In this area the dwindling German armed strength was further reduced by the attacks of masses of E. S. and British tank-destroying planes.

The objectives of the Allied drives appear to be realized. They were the unification of all France and the destruction of the German Army in Western Europe. The push in the eastern Paris and Orleans sector is to be an attempt to split France in two. If successful, this would virtually remove German forces guarding the French-Mediterranean coast against a possible Allied landing. It would prevent some of the last supply routes to the Germans in Italy. The E. S. should to Argentan and a new push north by Cannaians from near Falaise threatened to close a gigantic trap in which over 100,000 Germans might be caught. If these objectives could be gained, the Germans might never have a chance to retreat to the Siegfried Line.
RUINS OF ST. LÔ

French may leave town as monument to the fighting which destroyed it.

Between 1100 and 1600 families, church was known for its Gothic double towers, of which only part of one now remains.

During June and July the Normandy town of St. Lô was approximately at the center of the war in France. As long as the Germans were there, its gray stone houses were continuously blasted by Allied shells and bombs. When the town fell to the Americans, the Germans retreated just behind the outskirts and added to the damage with an intensive mortar shelling. By the time the Germans were pushed back in the opening days of the great U.S. offensive, St. Lô had been thoroughly destroyed as any town in this war, including Beauvoir, Stalag and Carentan.

The destruction of St. Lô was so complete that it seemed doubtful whether it would be worth rebuilding. Said one Frenchman slyly: "The town has been killed and cannot be brought to life." It was possible that the ruins might be left untouched, as a monument to the fighting which marked Normandy. The French had done this once before at Dien Bien Phu, near Verdun.

U.S. SOLDIERS WALK THROUGH MOUNTAINS OF GRAY MASONRY WHICH WERE ONCE THE HOUSES OF ST. LÔ
FRENCH TRAITOR

Excitable Bretons beat a cringing collaborationist in Rennes street

U.S. troops have found that the people of Brittany are totally unlike the people of Normandy. When the Normans had been released from their captivites toward Allied troops, Bretons went into a frenzy of joy at the sight of them. In some towns, the women blocked military traffic to kiss the doughboys. Their treatment of collaborationists differed too. Normans had been rude and jaundiced toward traitors. Bretons hunted them down as soon as the G.I.'s had gone. In Bretons records beat and jeered collaborationists in the street, forced them to say "Vive la France, vivre Breizh, vivre Maurelan!" (LIFE Photographs Bob Landry, who made the picture above, reflected our own in Bretonia to a supernatural degree. The Bretons held horse collaborationists. Said Landry: "They pushed one of the terrified stewards against a fence, smashed another fellow's nose until blood covered his face and started in on the third."
I DON'T MEAN TO BE CROSS WITH JANE... BUT THIS HOT WEATHER —

NO "SUMMER NERVES" FOR US, WE FEEL GRAND
OUR DOCTOR HAS US ALL TAKING VMMS

THIS SUMMER...Avoid that "Hot Weather Slump!"
... due to lack of sufficient Vitamins and Minerals in your diet

A U.S. Government study—other sources too—showed that an average hot-weather meal was lacking in essential vitamins and minerals, as much as and often more than winter diets. Not only do you eat less vitamin-rich foods, but many foods you do eat, more easily lose their natural vitamins in summer weather.

"Hot weather nerves" and "summer slump" may be due to lack of enough vitamins and minerals, especially iron, in the diet. Don't run this risk just when summer fun calls for extra vitality and energy! Get all the vitamins your family may need—From VMMS.

All the vitamins Government Experts and Doctors agree are essential! Unlike so many vitamin preparations, VMMS gives you not just Vitamin A and D, but all the vitamins known to be essential in the diet.

Iron for red blood
And more than that, VMMS gives you vital iron (especially severe in summer diets) necessary for good red blood. Also Calcium, Phosphorus necessary for strong bone tissue.

No product which offers you only one tablet or capsule per day can give you the benefits of all these vitamins and minerals. That is why VMMS is in three tablets a day.

New Low Price on the big VMMS Family Package: 100 tablets, 3 months' supply! Now only $4.95! Get pleasantly tasting VMMS from your druggist in the Regular size, the Economy size or the extra-chubby Family size. Take 3 VMMS every day at breakfast.

Tweed's wife Mary Frances and their two small sons, Ronald and Robert, visited in San Diego. On his last day home Tweed noticed that his hair might have returned.

BACK FROM GUAM (Continued)

Incidents in his home-week with the Japs. He was provisioned by a faithful native who brought him rice and other food once a week in a five-gallon gasoline can which had been sealed in ball. This helped keep him going until he escaped from Guam during the July 20 shelling by U.S. warships. He flashed a mirror to attract attention, then signaled a native ship with candle smoke (figs. He had been saving for just such a happy occasion. "I have information," Tweed whispered. The ship dispatched a small boat which picked him up in the surf.

When he emerged from the bush Tweed weighed about 150 pounds. He had weighed 270 when he went into hiding, although he was only 5 feet 7, inches tall. His blond hair was now slightly subdued, but not so much as the average man of 42 who had spent 10 years in the Navy could expect. The most impressive thing was his normal appearance. He was 21 years old as a man who had gone off on a weekend fishing trip. In fact he said he wanted to go hunting when he got home. His voice was low and he listened occasionally as he spoke but, as he pointed out, he wasn't used to talking much. By the time he reached Pearl Harbor he had no ambition but to return home to Admiral Nimitz for one speaking up: "I've talked more in the past three days than I have in the past 10 months put together."

One lone machine gun

Tweed was a radioman first class when the Japs invaded Guam after bombing it specially for two days. He was soon promoted to chief radioman by the admiral to whose carrier he was taken after being rescued. In October 1941 his wife and two young sons, one of whom he had been born that January on Guam, had been evacuated with other women and children. The Guam defense force consisted of about 30 military and 100 civilians. For anti-aircraft defense there was only one machine gun.

"The Japs landed some time after midnight of Dec. 10," Tweed said, "and I was awakened by machinegun fire. I got up out of my wriggled bed—my hose had been hit by a bomb the day before—and went down to Government House. They told me the garrison would

IT'S TRUE! NO OTHER LEADING DENTIFRICE CAN GIVE YOU THIS PROTECTION!

Look at the cavity at the tip of the arrow (above, right)—and the evidence printed alongside it! These dentists could actually tell whether a person was right or left-handed—just by these scored-in cavities! A right-handed brusher got deep cavities on teeth where he normally brushed hardest—teeth on the left side of his mouth. And vice-versa.

Your teeth haven't cavities, but they might have. How can you tell? Simple—look them over. The usual 99% of cavities occur on the biting edges of your teeth. Your modern liquid dentifrice—protects your teeth because it cleans without scouring abrasives—has abrasives of any kind.

The new Teel Way makes your teeth look their prettiest—fast. Just brush 3 or 4 times a day with Teel—and one extra minute a week brush with Teel and plain baking soda.

You'll like Teel's sparkling taste. Case Teel today at any drug, department, or 5 and 10 store—and follow the simple directions on the package.
WHERE'S ALL THE PEOPLE, DADDY?

This little fish may well wonder where all the sidereal use.
For up to 1940, father's little fish might have been in a Bird's Eye Package, on our family table. But today, he's not around, and he's not being missed by the men—free air.
You see, under wartime conditions, most travelers have gone to the Government. Yes, there are restrictions on overseas fishing. Think why your Bird's Eye Fish isn't around, as much Bird's Eye Fish as normally.

For we go far and deep for Bird's Eye Fish. And when our trawlers reach port again, we go these beautiful selected fish—shrimp and liming.

Sealed in Within 4 hours, the fish are cleaned, washed, filleted, and Quick-Frozen. Sealed in a can that 'Just-cought' ocean-freshness! Hold till you open the package. And—then's our work, no waste. Just crystal-clear, and those-super-delicious fillets are ready.

Sensational too. You pay for no books, talking. You eat it every day. Watch for those marvelous fish in your local Bird's Eye Store!

Make our List for freedom by conserving food! Avoid waste—then your plates—your litho—your little kitchen. Preserve food vegetables by cooking, freezing, drying, and storing. Join the U. S. Crop Corps and help get in the harvest—pave our production.

The first year passes
Toward the end of 1941, the world was totally amazing. Sometimes he had to keep on the move, changing his hiding place two or three times a day. Once some Japs who were hunting other men that hid in the same place as he did, he was able to stay in his hiding place long enough to escape.

Every evening he'd have to change his hiding place to avoid capture. He was always on the move, never stopping for more than five days at a time. When he finally stopped, he was too exhausted to move again.

Even for him, the world physically and mentally was completely different from what he was used to. He had to learn to live without his usual meals and his favorite activities. He had to adjust to living in a new environment that was completely different from his own.

Last year, the Navy sailed in its first big bombing raid on Guam. It was a part of the preliminary to the Japanese invasion. They had been a long time coming, but they were at last, Toward said. He had never heard before of the battleships and submarines that were waiting for him in the Pacific Ocean.

Every day, every hour, every minute on our highways is a part of America's armament. Your car is more important than you think. Should it fail, greater areas would be piled on already overcrowded buses. Add only comparatively few more cases like that, and trouble would begin.

Thus, with buses and tracks running into estamos less than they can be replaced, a black end is the inevitable breakdown of our transportation system.

This is another battle in which the petroleum industry is fighting. Those vehicles are, in great measure, the responsibility of the industries that make fuel, for lubricants, and so on. The oil industry is needed to keep them in service. Tide Water Associated, together with the other oil companies of the country, is providing them with every possible aid to conserve every possible mile of service left in them.

Normt 1942, our bus business. But now the familiar home town news service stations of all these companies have more than doubled in size. Primarily, their business today is Victory.

And their greatest profit will be 2 . . . pack.

TIDE WATER ASSOCIATED OIL COMPANY

New York • Ta.s 10 • San Francisco

TIDE WATER ASSOCIATED OIL COMPANY

WORLD'S LARGEST REFINERS OF PENNSYLVANIA OILS

GASOLINE PUMPERS THE ATTACK—DON'T WANT A DROP

1:44,000 mile battle line

There's not a machine gun near the length of it. Yet should this battle line break, our war would be lost.

The battle line is the 554,000 miles of highway in the United States. On them are carried the raw materials and finished products of war, the workers who produce them.

Every car, every truck, every bus on our highways is a part of America's armament. Your car is more important than you think. Should it fail, greater areas would be piled on already overcrowded buses. Add only comparatively few more cases like that, and trouble would begin.

Thus, with buses and tracks running into estamos less than they can be replaced, a black end is the inevitable breakdown of our transportation system.

This is another battle in which the petroleum industry is fighting. Those vehicles are, in great measure, the responsibility of the industries that make fuel, for lubricants, and so on. The oil industry is needed to keep them in service. Tide Water Associated, together with the other oil companies of the country, is providing them with every possible aid to conserve every possible mile of service left in them.

Normt 1942, our bus business. But now the familiar home town news service stations of all these companies have more than doubled in size. Primarily, their business today is Victory.

And their greatest profit will be 2 ... pack.
Sioux City is a Seaport now!

No longer is Sioux City "remote" from the sea. Not any other city or section in America.

Louis's better, eggs, corn, fruit, must reach millions of one fighting men abroad—in ships. Its farm machinery and seeds must go to devastated countries—in ships. The situation it needs to produce still more food must be laid down on American dukas—by ships.

We've learned plenty of hard lessons from this war, and one is this: America cannot live "within itself". Our life lines extend around the world, and adequate shipping to maintain these life lines is the measure of our wartime strength and peace-time security.

We learned this lesson once before—World War I. Yet we let our Merchant Marine sink from a strong first to a poor fourth by the time the war started. The Axis knew this. They counted on it to keep us from bringing our vast productive power to bear until it was too late.

But in 1936, men with foresight drafted the Merchant Marine Act. It started a building program which kept us from being caught flat-footed when the Axis struck.

From this start, America in 1943 produced more than nineteen million tons of merchant shipping. An almost equal total was scheduled to slide down the ways in 1944.

Today, as the greatest maritime power in the world, we are gathering the strength for final victory. Let us never again lose that strength. Let us never again forget that a powerful Merchant Marine is our greatest strength in time of war—our surest safeguard of a lasting peace.

Westinghouse is proud to be a partner in building America's new Merchant Marine. Westinghouse machine-driven power the new Victory ships. You'll find Westinghouse steam and electrical equipment on every type of ship on duty.

Yes, in building supplies to the Marine industry, we are directly interested in its future. Yet beyond this, we consider it the responsibility of every manufacturer, of every citizen, to see that American ships keep the front, swiftest and most efficient Merchant Marine in the world.

 Acting with the War Department, Westinghouse is planning to use the ship's steam and electrical systems to show the War Department how to design and construct ships. This is the first step in putting into effect the plans of the War Department on the design of ships.

Keep our Merchant Marine to help keep peace.

Back From Guam (continued)

..on half measure reason, while making them work for virtually nothing. But in June they began killing Chamorros who dared even look up into the sky at the approach of American planes. Subsequently it has been reported by correspondent Robert Martin that Guam's well-educated natives were generally agitated that at least nine men and one woman, a Rosaline Domingo, were executed for helping the Americans who hid in the hills or for possessing firearms. With a gesture of moving their hands across their breasts the natives said, "We had to like them and obey them or they cut our necks off."

Down from the hills

Each week the Japs conducted propaganda lectures and every few weeks they held citizenship parades. One minister substituted a tropical lecture for his usual sermon and invariably ended up with an account of battles in which "our loss was one ship." Despite these efforts to gain converts, the Japanese found that the natives fled to the hills to await liberation as soon as they were sure that the Americans were coming back. Haggard, half-starved but happy, they rushed down to the beachhead to welcome the first marines.

Chief Tewd's greatest concern, he confided on the plane, was his pretty brunette wife and children. "Suppose my wife's name isn't Mrs. Tewd any longer?" he asked nervously. "I really couldn't blame her if she remarried." The thought disheartened him until he reached his home in Santa Fe, Calo, where his mother-in-law at last did recognize him when he appeared at the door, immaculate in a new uniform. When recognition finally dawned there was a joyful reunion and a home-cooked meal of green beans, pork and potatoes, but it was not until the next day that Tewd got to San Diego where his wife has been working. He was amazed at the growth of his children and almost equally amazed at the new war plants which had sprung up around the city while he was hiding out in Guam.

Sharing his concerns were most remaining Americans. Tewd drank glass after glass of milk. After two weeks with his wife and sons, he visited his mother near Portland, Ore. and some of the old hassles he once resented as a boy with a slingshot. Having completed a 30-day leave he is back on the active list. Although men missing for a year are usually given up as dead, Tewd's name was carried over from year to year on the job list again. He has learned that he passed the examination for chief radioman which he took in November 1943. He has been wondering about that examination for a long time.
On the night of Dec. 12-13, 1941 a fleet of landing craft carrying a small force of U.S. troops crept stealthily across the Coral Sea from New Guinea. The task was to wrench a beachhead from the enemy on the southern tip of Allied New Britain. Ahead one of the ships was LIFE artist David Fredenthal, who was then attached to General MacArthur's command.

Before dawn the task force reached the New Britain coast and split into several units for the operation. The main force was to make the landings at Awaro. But first another force of 120 men was to land at a more northerly beach, then attack the enemy's rear. Fredenthal's sketches, reproduced in black and white on these pages, show what happened to this second party. Of the 120 commandeered men who scrambled over the side of a destroyer and piled into rubber boats, many were Texans, including the leader, Captain Ed Wright. In the boat behind him was the artist's friend, A. P. Correspondent Bob Edsall. A bright moon illuminated the boats against the lumpy black sea. Twenty-six minutes after they had left the destroyer's side they passed over the reefs and were within 30 yards of the silent, wooded Japanese beach. Suddenly all 16 boats were trapped in a devastating crossfire of enemy fire. For 30 minutes 80 machine guns whipped the rubber boats, killing and wounded the men. Then an American destroyer pulled in close and, over the hollers of the wounded and drowning men, lobbed shells into the Jap gun positions, silencing them. Later, a submarine picked up survivors. Eleven of the 16 boats had been torn to shreds, about half of the 120 men killed.

Despite this initial disaster the main force carried out its plan, landing at Awaro. Though opposed from the shore, it was successfully eluded by Jap planes. In the color paintings which begin on page 6, David Fredenthal shows the exploits of this main assault force from the time it started out from New Guinea until it stormed its way into the wild, hot jungle coast of New Britain.
Officers wait to embark on a rain-soaked South Pacific jetty. They command a party of troops who will attack the main body. It has been pouring steadily for three days. The officers went under their ponchos and ineptly dodge their blue bermuda bags.

Advance party goes ashore. Some are already basking across rough water in LCT's toward enemy positions and are ready to land having the shorelines. Apathetic and gun-hand some, their bellies dealt with green paint, wait on destroyer deck to step into their LCT.

After three hours after Japanese guns were silenced, the survivors are bunched up on deck by rows. Men cling to rubber boats huddled with wounded.

The wounded are piled in first-moored boats that went off about half Navy shelling knocked out Japanese guns. Men at right is trying to save ponchos and mattresses from the boat which is listing.

The survivors on rubberboat deck are given hot coffee, cigarettes, and clothing. To make better camouflaged turn off their clothes. The doctor goes emergency treatment to the wounded on the deck.
Into the jungle of Buna charge men of the seventh wave who have just landed from the beach. They move cautiously and stealthily forward across the narrow beach, seeking the tangled foliage for cover and to keep their heads hidden behind coconut frond barriers.

Dazed by poison gas, men crouch behind shattered palm trunks and try to read the whole scene under steel helmets. The enemy Japanese planes split white smoke at the一间, and there are empty statistics on the back of the planes in a red flash. German machine guns.
Sure, we can predict "the fleeting moment of perfect flavor" in picking and packing our Niblets Brand whole kernel corn. But it's really not done by seismographs and crystal balls. It is scientifically predicted by a "diary" of daily heat and moisture, starting from the time the special seed (D-156) goes into the earth.

This "diary" even goes to an hourly basis when the perfect picking time gets close. Then our laboratory goes to work. Our scientists tell us from the milk of the corn kernel exactly when it's "on your mark—get set—pick."

Vacuum cans seal in the flavor and tenderness which nature and science have preserved for your table.

During a tall in battle, a soldier drinks corned milk, after tipping off back and shelf with his hand. Forced by light clay in the hot sun, he reaches the milk quickly. Water is precious to the jungle fighter and he augmented his small allotment whenever he can. Though he has been unable to select a green corned, he will probably have défroter before long.
NOTIZ!

North American P-31 Mustang Fighter

Gin Tiefbomberflügel Einbiss
mit langer Rute, langem, schlankem Rumpf, großen beweglichen, städtischen Flügeln und einer Leistung, die es ihm zu seinem Ruf verhelfen könnte. Ein Motor mit einer Leistung von über 4.000 PS, der ihm eine Höchstgeschwindigkeit von über 700 km/h ermöglicht.

And you can expect to see more and more Mustangs, too. The men and women at North American are stepping up production every month. So when you see this high-flying, fast-flying Mustang, get out of there quick!

ATTENTION LUFTWAFFE! Keep away from this plane. Expect to see it on the furthest trip American bombers make. Expect to see it up high—80,000 feet—but don't expect to see it for long, because the Mustang travels at over 425 m.p.h.

North American Aviation Sets the Pace

WE MAKE PLANES THAT MAKE HEADLINES — the B-25 Mitchell bomber, AT-6 Truant tandem trainer, P-51 Mustang fighter (300 fighter bomber), and the B-24 Liberator bomber. North American Aviation, Inc., Long Beach, Calif. War Production Board, Inc.

JOYCE REYNOLDS

This exuberant 18-year-old plays a 16-year-old in “Janie”

Joyce Reynolds was born in Los Angeles, Tex. She has brown hair and eyes, weighs 92 lbs., stands 5 ft. 11 in. She appeared on Univ. for two years.
Yes—your job is waiting for you, Soldier!

HERE ARE SOCONY-VACUUM'S ANSWERS TO YOUR QUESTIONS:

Yes—you're job is waiting for you, Soldier!

Here are Socony-Vacuum's answers to your questions:

From many sources comes word that the things America's fighting men worry about most in their spare moments are the years lost from their jobs during one of the most productive periods of their lives... their place in the world after the fighting is over.

That is the reason for this statement of policy from the Socony-Vacuum Oil Company: Socony-Vacuum's 6,000 regular employees now in military service have nothing to worry about as far as their post-war jobs are concerned.

We Want You Back! Before the war, we considered the group of Socony-Vacuum employees now in the Armed Forces as an important part of our strong future manpower. We still do. It won't be a question of "making a place" for you. Socony-Vacuum will welcome you!

There Will Be Jobs! Socony-Vacuum is not waiting until the end of the war to make provisions for rehiring returning servicemen. All Socony-Vacuum divisions are now planning complete post-war organizations... based on conservative estimates of post-war volume. These surveys indicate that there will be many more openings than the number of employees now on "leave of absence" with the armed forces.

You Haven't Stood Still just because you've been away from your job at Socony-Vacuum! Many of you have acquired new skills. Many more have gained maturity and ability to handle men from your training, your travels, your experiences in the Armed Forces. All of this will be taken into consideration in assigning you to a job.

Opportunity Will Be Great! We believe that the petroleum industry—and Socony-Vacuum in particular—will offer a splendid future to returning servicemen. There will be great opportunities for capable men with Socony-Vacuum—and with the thousands of independent dealers who market Socony-Vacuum products. We want our part of the "pick of the nation's manpower" to return to us. We are sure they do, too!

Makers of Mobilgas, Mobiloil and more than 200 other petroleum products for peace and war!

Movie of the Week: Janie

Joyce Reynolds is charming in a comedy about adolescents

Janie is a pleasant comedy about adolescents. Janie courtesy of Bartellville is a 16-year-old who is the delight of her two pages—her father. When LIFE publishes picture of a blanket party and she appears on the cover with her page by her friend "Dood" Nolan, her father is furious. But Mr. Courcy's exiles are wildly successful until the day when the army tells Janie to sell small, simple Bartellville and presents her with new things up. Published courtesy editorial.

Janie's parents: Edward Arnold and Ann Harding are her parents in LIFE. Her father is in the military uniform.

The photo of her affluence are Mr. Lawrence and "Dood" Nolan. They can't fight because Civilian Janie is not a woman in Indiana. Lawrence is a light-skinned woman in uniform. She is a government worker who helps Janie with her chores.
You need Minerals as well as Vitamins for full PEP HEALTH VITALITY!

VITAMINS ALONE ARE NOT ALWAYS ENOUGH! THAT'S WHY SCIENCE HAS DEVELOPED THE EXCITING NEW "7-WAY" STAMS Tablet!

Stams give you 8 Vitamins — plus 9 Minerals, too!

End All Guesswork! If your doctor tells you need extra vitamins and minerals, get them both in Stams!

Your body needs minerals as well as vitamins — you need both! For glowing health! With all adequate minerals you may even get the full benefit of some of the vitamins you do get in the diet...for armies has shown that certain vitamins and minerals work closely together in the body!

Don't take chances! Take the new "7-WAY" Stams! Stams give you 8 Vitamins, plus 9 Minerals. Thus...you get both! At drugstores! Get yours just a few cents a day!

...so, START THE DAY WITH STAMS!

Lovely Rosalind Russell, currently starring in Columbia Pictures.

"FILL YOUR POCKETS WITH DAYDREAMS"

Every time nature you get from her work daydream about your new victory home. Decide on colors. Pick your favorite pattern. "And with every dollar you can spare, buy War Bonds now. They'll help make your dream real. And they'll help our fighting men — who are dreaming of winning home!"

At 1847 Rogers Bros., the craftsmen who used to make America's finest silverplate are helping to carry our boys to victory on various weapons of war. So none of those skillfully designed patterns can now be bought. But they'll be made again! Why not choose your favorite now? And whether you prefer "liberation" — the brilliantly distinctive chanteau design shown here or any of the other handsome 1847 Rogers Bros. patterns — you can be sure of owning a table service that's superbly designed, like in appearance.

Every lovely 1847 Rogers Bros. design is enameled with a design and color that will never be worn or etched. Every one is a beauty to dream about — always to impress! American Silver Co., Meriden, Conn.

1847 ROGERS BROS.
American Silver Enamelers...
THESE are the days!

... the days to make certain YOU are armed with

VICTORY VITAMIN C

These are the days when all America must be tuned to the Attack!

Not just our fighting forces, but every man at a mailbox — every farmer raising Victory crops — every housewife conserving vital food — every younger reflecting vacant paper and metal — is part of our country's front line. These are the days when you and all America must be armed with vitamin C.

Even in the tangled wilds of remote Asia, where sniper raids may come every day to take our men must be armed with vitamin C. And so at home, these two nations, Japan and the United States, are drawing upon Florida grapefruit juice — rich source of vitamin C that never fails.

GOOFY COMES HOME

Veteran of U.S. Army comes back to his family, friends and doghouse

Honorable discharge is Goofy's reward for his 17 months' service. He returned as meat-eating umpire.

A tremendous pug dog named Goofy galloped into the house of the Army toughs in Melrose Park. To the strains of the latest swing music, his doghouse, muffled with fur, was replaced by a familiar radio. Goofy wriggled in, and the doghouse was removed. When Goofy was successfully discharged, his owner was overjoyed. His pet was safely shipped home. For 14 days the Army treated him, stretched his stomach, and made roaring noises to help him over the difficult period of rehabilitation for civilian life.

War years have been too much for some K-9 veterans. One of them, who was so tough that he turned off his master, was so far from Goofy that he was happy to be home. He is more than willing to work in the Army, has shown no desire to get back in the fight. Army Me has been good training for Goofy, with one small exception. Evidently he will have to be housebroken all over again.

Canned

Florida GRAPEFRUIT JUICE

RICH IN VICTORY VITAMIN C
"The Fresher...
the Better!

Apple "Honey" Helps Keep Old Golds Fresh!

- You want fine tobacco, of course. But you want it fresh! A mist of Apple "Honey," the nectar of luscious apples, is sprayed on Old Gold's fine tobacco to help hold in the natural freshness.

"Something new has been added" to these tobaccos. It's Latakia, a costly imported leaf that gives richer flavor. Try Old Golds and see why they have won a million new friends.

- Buy more War Bonds than you think you can afford!
cool shaves

SET YOUR COURSE FOR SHAVING COMFORT

Cat's eye from smarting, stinging shaves! Set sail today for cool shaving comfort with Ingram's at the helm. Ingram's billows hum creamy lather that quickly wets your
whiskers—refrains your chin-helpful
conditioning your face for smooth shav-
ing. Even after you've finished shav-
ing, that Ingram's cream's linger on and on. Try Ingram's today.

Product of Brant-Warf

Ingram's
SHAVING CREAM

Should she ask him in when the folks aren't home?

As Etiquette

To say, "Harry! Come again when you can
meet our family!" It's
request, but to keep
yourself away from
at all times. To use
Etiquette Deodorant
Cream every day
and between meals.
A pure, antiseptic
cream, it works fast.
More effective too!

Etiquette

Creamy soo-o-o-oth... checks under-arm
perspiration... stops odor too!

According to scientific tests, Etiquette Deodorant Cream in over
20% more effective as a deodorant than other deodorant creams
sold! Helps keep your precious clothes smelling lovely and clean!
Works fast. Antiseptic, Pure, non-fading. Not corrosive to normal
skin. Good for blue plaid or white goods-owners—10c plus tax.

Etiquette Deodorant Cream—Etiquette

Ronning Tony and Wacky were a definite terror, accomplished through
some action. Tony had become civilised again, though, was glad to see his old playmate.

"SHOULDER...TOOLS!"

SAY THE 5 CROWNS

We can't all be heroes—
Sink subs or down zeros—
But still we can serve the U.S.

The jobs we don't shirk on,
But steadily work on,
Are vital to Allied success!

For Pre-War Quality... Say Seagram's and be Sure

THE FINER
Seagram's 5 Crown

Seagram's 5 CROWN BLENDED WHISKEY, 86.8 PROOF, 46° GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS. SEAGRAM-DISTILLERS CORPORATION, NEW YORK
"Catherine Was Great" (Cont.)

Eyes that plead for help!

They are warning you, Mother. Those dimmed eyes are trying to explain that something is wrong.

Then they ask, perhaps. Or that the words in the spelling book look blurry and smeary. That they won't "stand still".

And the writing and numbers on the blackboard look so far away... the pictures so distorted. . . inaudible... hard to see.

On your guard, Mother. Don't take those precious young eyes for granted. Make sure about them. Free your struggling child from the hopelessness, helplessness, fear that schoolwork brings.

Remember that a child's education depends largely on what he sees. 85% of knowledge must come through those marvelous gateways to the brain that provide the miracle of vision.

Understood, too, that vision is a tooled function. It can be developed. A child has to dare to see or just as she has to learn to walk, run and swim. Perfecting a fine seeing pattern isn't always easy—especially when eyes are defective.

And 28% of all eyes of school age are at fault. These faults are of many kinds. They produce all sorts of wobbling blocks to clear, sharp, strain-free vision. Objects are made to appear double. Or blurred. Or dimmed. Or not at all.

...Obvious results are eye strain, nervousness, headaches and other ills.

Learning becomes a torment. Failure results. Naturally. A child is unfairly blamed... awkward. Behavior, personality, progress—all are bound to be altered—adversely.

So, you see, Mother, why eyes should be looked after early—and often—just as are teeth, heart, lungs. By a competent, professional man of course. The scientific services of the Ophthalmologist and Optometrist, and the technical skills of the Ophthalmic Dispensers (Opticians) can do wonders in freeing eager young minds from the shackles of poor vision and eye-strain.

Be wise, Mother, look after those precious young eyes. Keep them forever young!

Better Vision Institute, Inc., 650 Fifth Avenue, New York 20, New York
Are Your Youngster's Shoes a Big Problem?

THEN READ THESE IMPORTANT FACTS,

FACT No. 1
There have always been differences among the 'boys' and 'girls' shoes and today because of some new differences they are greater than ever.

FACT No. 2
They're hidden differences... inside construction that help determine how long a shoe will wear and hold its shape.

FACT No. 3
You can't afford to buy an inferior brand... one with a long history of poor wear and lasting caused... because today, 'boys' and 'girls' shoes must last longer.

Poll-Parrot
AND
STAR BRAND SHOES
with BUILT-IN FIT for Boys and Girls

Mothers who know these three facts are choosing POLL-PARROT and STAR BRAND Shoes with Built-in Fit. Because today... at all these famous brands mean rugged internal construction and sturdy materials that give long wear. Your youngster's feet are correctly supported... comfortable... protected by a shoe that keeps its shape. That's the shoe for growing feet.

Robert Johnson & Son, St. Louis, Missouri
Division of International Shoe Company

TRUMAN OF MISSOURI

A VICE-PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE COMES HOME TO HIS RELATIVES AND FRIENDS IN INDEPENDENCE

As I told him, Harry Truman's mother asked back in 1928 when he was elected to the Senate. "No, I know that boy would amount to something from the time he was 9 years old. He would climb the straightest run of corn in the county. He could pick the best froghopper on the field of study."

Last week Harry Truman's mother (now 77) and all of the good citizens of Independence, Mo., were again busy congratulating the Senator. For months Harry Truman, the farmer, soldier, newspaper publisher, and small-town politician, had been nominated by the Democratic convention for the vice presidency. Truman then became the first Missouri to attain a place on a major party's Presidential ticket since Governor B. Gats Brown ran with Horace Greeley in 1872.

As soon as the Chicago convention was over, Truman hurried his wife and daughter into his last 1941 Chrysler coupe, drove them home to Independence. To his neighbors he said: "I'm just a farmer boy from Jackson County. There isn't going to be any spoiled when I get to Washington."
GOOD LUCK HAS COME THREE TIMES TO HELP HIS CAREER

Truman is a political accident. He is a country politician, intelligent and hard-working, nothing he's been to date. Until 1947 his luck was all bad. Behind him was an inauspicious career in World War I and debt left over from unsuccessful ventures into the haberdashery business. In 1902, however, Bess Truman won a seat in Congress from a new district created in the 2nd District of the state of Kansas. In 1906, she ran for and won the post of U.S. Senator for Kansas with a margin of 2,000 votes. In 1908, she ran for and won another term and in 1910, she ran for and won a third term.

In 1916, Bess Truman won a seat in the House of Representatives from Kansas. In 1920, she ran for and won the post of U.S. Senator for Kansas with a margin of 2,000 votes. In 1922, she ran for and won another term.

In 1946, Bess Truman won a seat in the House of Representatives from Kansas. In 1948, she ran for and won the post of U.S. Senator for Kansas with a margin of 2,000 votes. In 1950, she ran for and won another term.

In 1952, Bess Truman won a seat in the House of Representatives from Kansas. In 1954, she ran for and won the post of U.S. Senator for Kansas with a margin of 2,000 votes. In 1956, she ran for and won another term.

In 1958, Bess Truman won a seat in the House of Representatives from Kansas. In 1960, she ran for and won the post of U.S. Senator for Kansas with a margin of 2,000 votes. In 1962, she ran for and won another term.

In 1964, Bess Truman won a seat in the House of Representatives from Kansas. In 1966, she ran for and won the post of U.S. Senator for Kansas with a margin of 2,000 votes. In 1968, she ran for and won another term.

In 1970, Bess Truman won a seat in the House of Representatives from Kansas. In 1972, she ran for and won the post of U.S. Senator for Kansas with a margin of 2,000 votes. In 1974, she ran for and won another term.

In 1976, Bess Truman won a seat in the House of Representatives from Kansas. In 1978, she ran for and won the post of U.S. Senator for Kansas with a margin of 2,000 votes. In 1980, she ran for and won another term.

In 1982, Bess Truman won a seat in the House of Representatives from Kansas. In 1984, she ran for and won the post of U.S. Senator for Kansas with a margin of 2,000 votes. In 1986, she ran for and won another term.

In 1988, Bess Truman won a seat in the House of Representatives from Kansas. In 1990, she ran for and won the post of U.S. Senator for Kansas with a margin of 2,000 votes. In 1992, she ran for and won another term.

In 1994, Bess Truman won a seat in the House of Representatives from Kansas. In 1996, she ran for and won the post of U.S. Senator for Kansas with a margin of 2,000 votes. In 1998, she ran for and won another term.

In 2000, Bess Truman won a seat in the House of Representatives from Kansas. In 2002, she ran for and won the post of U.S. Senator for Kansas with a margin of 2,000 votes. In 2004, she ran for and won another term.

In 2006, Bess Truman won a seat in the House of Representatives from Kansas. In 2008, she ran for and won the post of U.S. Senator for Kansas with a margin of 2,000 votes. In 2010, she ran for and won another term.

In 2012, Bess Truman won a seat in the House of Representatives from Kansas. In 2014, she ran for and won the post of U.S. Senator for Kansas with a margin of 2,000 votes. In 2016, she ran for and won another term.

In 2018, Bess Truman won a seat in the House of Representatives from Kansas. In 2020, she ran for and won the post of U.S. Senator for Kansas with a margin of 2,000 votes. In 2022, she ran for and won another term.
Truman waves a greeting during a dinner given by Silliman of Kansas City, Mead Johnson and others. With him he met in the Empire Hotel, New York, Moses Agnew and the Missouri primary, neglected it. To his office, dealing with portraits of George Washington, Andrew Jackson and Franklin Roosevelt, came well-wishers, job-seekers, partisans, old friends. Because he considers it too much of an expense to have a telephone in his office, he has to go next door to the office of Judge Cakie Collyer whenever anybody calls him by phone.

IN KANSAS CITY TRUMAN

MENDS POLITICAL FENCES

These are the people who come to see a Vice-Presidential candidate in his office.
BALL BEARINGS

MOVING PARTS OF A GREAT WAR MACHINE ROLL ON THESE LITTLE BALLS OF PRECISION-GROUND STEEL

Almost every piece of war equipment including guns, bombsights, tanks, fighters and airplanes uses ball bearings to reduce the friction and control the accuracy of its moving parts. In a heavy bomber alone there are some 2,000 steel balls of various sizes. Wherever a shaft turns it depends on the few rolling, rolling motion of a ball bearing, whether it is on a milling machine whose main bearing over steel balls almost four feet across or on a fuel gauge which encircles balls 1.000 of an inch in diameter. Ball bearings are such a vital part of any war machine that the Allied forces have made the German bearing industry one of their top priority targets.

A ball bearing consists of four parts: (a) Steel rings. Two carefully machined steel rings have precision ground surfaces which act as runners for the balls. A separator or cage surrounds each ball as a metal guide to prevent the balls from hanging into one another or bouncing up as they ride on the runners of the assembled bearing. When a bearing is placed on a shaft the revolving results is supported by a circle of spinning balls which translates sliding friction into rolling movement. To obtain proper balance and tolerances which are sometimes set within 1/100,000 of an inch, bearing parts are ground, machined and polished with exacting care.

Bust, dust and lint are the enemies of a ball-bearing factory. The moisture from a single droplet may produce enough rust to ruin a finely ground ball. A few specks of dust or a bit of lint may clog the rings of a bearing. To guard against these perils the tiny bearings are inspected and assembled in special dust-free rooms by workers dressed in lint-free clothes and gloves. The pictures on the next page show some of the precautions taken at New Departure, largest U.S. bearing manufacturer.

Grinding machine equipped with five abrasive paper rolls to shape balls smoothly. Finish so as to run at high speed.

Grinded balls receive a long bit for hardening. At other ends of the fornted balls are quenched to a large of heat.

Through several steps, balls will finally be assembled and sealed with a protective cover to prevent rust.
JOHN FOSTER DULLES
A WILSONIAN AT VERSAILLES, THIS FAMOUS LAWYER MAY BE DEWEY'S SECRETARY OF STATE

by JOHN CHAMBERLAIN

John Foster Dulles, the international lawyer who is Tom Dewey's counselor in foreign affairs and a likely candidate for Republican Secretary of State, is not what you might have thought him for at first glance. To look at him, you might think he had just finished contact with a green pigeon, and in the latter part of his briefs would make him seem a part of the Wall Street firm of Sullivan & Cromwell. You would only begin to guess that he can distill the poetry of action as well as a dog team out of such materials as redacting the corporate structure of the International Nickel Company. Moreover, when you get him talking about his life he begins to sound as if he were a man of adventure, one of those men who have lived in a preacher's house, memorized the Bible and read Faulkner. Progress on Sunday as a virtual comic relief from three compulsory services of his father's church, and he is probably the only living human being who ever took a trained mare who was not his bride along with him to his honeymoon.

Such stories are no more an index to Dulles' character than the lady are described by the librarian is an index to pitcher 'Big' Sewell's earnings average. For Dulles delights in being a man about his past as much as he delights in seeing his friends. Behind his polished exterior, he has lived one of the most adventurous, romantic and satisfying lives to be had by any American of his generation. Like Lawrence of Arabia, who refused even in order to keep his palace keys for the astounding pleasures of clear water, Dulles deplores much of the more obvious traps of adventure in order to get at its true essence. Yet, unlike Lawrence, he is prone to get his adventure on a list of necessities. Dulles is not a man who makes a living by his adventurousness. And so Dulles is the sort of man who makes it a matter of policy to have as little as possible of his life as a pension.

In this connection, Dulles' life has been a study in how to live with a minimum of expense. He was born in 1893, the son of a merchant, in a small town near New York City. He was educated at Princeton and Oxford, where he received a degree in arts. He then returned to the United States and entered the practice of law. He has been a partner in several law firms, and has been a member of the New York Bar Association. He has also been a member of various other organizations, including the American Bar Association and the American Law Institute.

Dulles' life has been marked by a series of experiences and achievements, both in his personal and professional life. He has been a member of various organizations and has held several positions in various capacities. He has been a member of the New York Bar Association and has been a member of various other organizations, including the American Bar Association and the American Law Institute.

In addition to his legal career, Dulles has been a member of various organizations and has held several positions in various capacities. He has been a member of the New York Bar Association and has been a member of various other organizations, including the American Bar Association and the American Law Institute.

Dulles' life has been marked by a series of experiences and achievements, both in his personal and professional life. He has been a member of various organizations and has held several positions in various capacities. He has been a member of the New York Bar Association and has been a member of various other organizations, including the American Bar Association and the American Law Institute.
BETTER REST MAKES BETTER HUSBANDS!

SUCH a grand husband! Full of energy...quietly works! And half the secret says science, is the right kind of rest!

Englander Mattresses are utterly unlike others. More than historically restorable, Englander are built to support the body properly, to induce the correct sleeping posture science has found essential to restorative sleep.

Have your dealer show you the new exclusive Englander construction...a brilliant advance in mattress-making. Blissfully restful...magically buoyant...and built to last for years and years.

Remember—today as far as the last 50 years—the history of fine mattress-making is years in every Englander, regardless of price. Better rest makes better husbands...and an Englander Mattress provides the first in rest!
The Englander Co., Inc., Main Office, Chicago, III.

GOOD NIGHTS THAT BRING GOOD MORNINGS...SINCE 1893

Englander & Englander
Non-Stock Construction, Odd 1/2-Size Models Double or Twin Sizes, 115.15 to 135.15.
"I drove a Greyhound...I'll drive one again!"

"Before I started driving this tank-buster for Uncle Sam, I was what they call a 'Two-Year-Man' with the Greyhound system. That means ten solid years behind the wheel of those big blue-and-white buses—without once nicking a fender or scraping the paint. The fine points of skill and safety I learned on that job have helped me pull this tank destroyer (and some of my buddies) through a lot of tight scrapes in North Africa and Normandy."

"And, one very fine day, I'm going to be right back there on that old Greyhound run of mine, wheeler something pretty smooth in the way of a post-war motor coach. My old dispatcher at Greyhound writes me that they're planning the finest passenger buses the U.S. A. has ever seen—and he says they'll want me back there as pilot one of 'em."

"So watch for me at the wheel when you go traveling, after Victory!!"

---

Why many of loveliest actresses use this exciting

**LIP-ALLURE**

Give Your Lips This Tantalizing Luxurious Beauty!

You, too, can indulge your lips with Louis Philippe Angelus Lipstick—the same beautifying Lipstick used for years by many of the loveliest screen actresses and social celebrities.

The remarkably beautifying qualities of Lipstick are due to its special creamy base. It is really believed "just right" in texture. Just hard enough to enable you to outline your lips in any shape you desire—just soft enough so that it spreads on smoothly and "stays put" for hours without cracking or drying.

Angels is famous for its purest clear shades that blend fascinating Lipstick! Economy size only $1.50, de luxe size 75c, plus tax. At all cosmetic counters.

"Glammee-Vel" Your Skin With

**Triple-Refined Angelus Face Powder**

Angelus Face Powders is triple-refined to insure enchantingly smooth texture—no clumps for hours without cracking. Economy size only 49c (plus tax). Also handsome de luxe size. Seven brilliant shades.

---

**THE HOUSE OF**

**Angelo Uptich—House—Face Powder—Creme—Make-Up**
FALSE TEETH WEARERS

How You Can Avoid The Danger of Denture Breath

Do This Every Day!

Polish your plate in Polident Solution or brush your plate regularly — it's easy to do. Every day keeps your plate sparkling clean and free from offensive odors. No brushing.

What's more — your plate material is 100% non-toxic after their natural teeth, and brushing with ordinary tooth pastes, tooth powders or powders, often wears down the denture-carrying tissue. Carefully follow these simple steps designed to keep your plate in place. With worn-down edges, of course, your plate loses its grip. But, once there is no space left for your denture to grip, it's time to replace it. And because, the self Polident way is easy and sure.

Why Polident?

To Keep Plates and Bridges Clean — and Odor-Free!

Use POLIDENT Daily — POLIDENT is the only denture cleanser scientifically designed to keep your denture clean and odor-free.

As so soon as he was back on U.S. soil she tried to get into an officer's reserve carry, but the condition of his eye shot him into a 10-year military intelligence. As a liaison officer between the various services, he worked closely with the State Department and the General Staff. But following his own desire for a more secure position, he was then a daring force in economic warfare without telling the State Department about it, and later he learned about the Department's plans. As Dulles says, "Uncle Robert was mad," but he knew the State Department wasn't any more yet. The second part of the story is: "in 1942, it was a generation later."

When the war of 1918-19 was over, he looked at it through the windows of the Economic Warfare Department. He became important to the War Trade Board. As the man in possession of this information, John Foster Dulles was accordingly named to Paris by Vannevar Bush, who was chairman of both the War Trade Board and the Democratic National Committee. The new position gave him an opportunity to learn from the world's leading experts in economic warfare and political figures.

On the question of international economy, the War Trade Board might be important to the Peace Conference. As the man in possession of this information, John Foster Dulles was accordingly named to the State Department in 1942, and a special post was created for him. Bush's post was the important one, and it became more international than political. It was economic. However, it seemed to come into some economic studies of Dulles, Bernard Baruch and Tom Lomax. The new position gave him an opportunity to learn from the world's leading experts in economic warfare and political figures.

A few months after the end of the war, he was named to the State Department in 1942, and a special post was created for him. Bush's post was the important one, and it became more international than political. It was economic. However, it seemed to come into some economic studies of Dulles, Bernard Baruch and Tom Lomax. The new position gave him an opportunity to learn from the world's leading experts in economic warfare and political figures.

DULLES (continued)

"In the United States, the war was fought against the Germans, but in England, it was fought against the people."

In England, the war was fought against the people. The German war was fought against the people. In England, the war was fought against the people. The German war was fought against the people. In England, the war was fought against the people.

These American flyers based in England were "just waiting" — and that in itself is not always easy...

The two in the left had each completed 40 missions when this picture was made. Try to put yourself in the state of mind of boys living that life... then think of the relief of turning your thoughts home... looking at snapshots from home.

Finn isn't easy to get (most of it goes to the Army and Navy for military purposes), but keep on asking... think what the familiar faces and home scenes mean to those far away. When you get a roll of film, use it to take the pictures they'll want to see... as far as you can, make your letters "snapshot visits from home"... Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.

Visit your man in the service with SNAPSHOTs
NOTE TO GENTLEMEN
who belong to the
world's top-rank After-Shave Club


DULLES (cont.)

mental financing by Germany, Norway, Poland, Denmark, France, Argentina, Uruguay, Chile and Colombia. In 1957, for example, Dullas was granted a business in the financing of the finances of a job that included creating a new currency.

With the collapse of the world market in the '50s, Dullas and Co worked to quiet international intrigue. Thus, they are coming to go on. As attorney for the American dealers in Krupp & Toll, Dullas has bet on the dollar for his claim— quite a claim of the 80 on the dollar for which the bonds were selling. 

Surprisingly, the highest bidder on Dullas' case in the Dullas is fighting for the Belgian government's 81, which is among the Bottom of France for permitting 81,000,000 Belgian gold, which had replaced in its vaults for underwriting. Whether Dullas recovers that gold or not, Dullas will get his fees for the Belgians have some other deposits in London. But Dullas has made progress on the case; he has already succeeded in tapping $30,000,000 of French gold in this country. He gets a personal kick out of this, for the U.S. attorney for the Bank of France in Paris, Couellier, referred to him back in 1931 because he had gone to Harvard or Columbia.

Dullas gets a lot of satisfaction out of his relationships with his clients. But in 1957, when the world was rapidly working up toward the Munich crisis, several things happened to him to jolt him out of his routine. On his own personal road to Damascus, Dullas explored not only one but three distinct conversions. One was his sudden perception, at the age of 49, that the idea of his mission was no more important than the worldly wisdom of his grandfather. The second was his personal discovery that he no longer afraid of being a young man. And the third came as a result of his first meeting with a young man named Tom Dewey.

Needed: a new spiritual purpose

Even today Dullas is not a conventional religious man: "Christianity has its days," he said last summer. He ever prays, though, for his family, and he has a daily devotion to his face being scrubbed and then soaped. Fresh, clean smell.

In Character and Taste

Scotch Whisky

at its Best!

AT 69

Park & Tilford Inc., New York, N.Y. 10016. Blended Scotch Whisky. ©保留。
THERE'S ONLY ONE BETTER BUY IN BONDS...WAR BONDS!

The Aristocrat of Bonds

In its quality and character, still the pride and
point of the same Kentucky family after 75 years, the
choice of Kentucky Tavern by those who enjoy this
distilled liquor is indeed a Master Stroke of Taste.
"Glumma Distillers Co. Incorporated, Louisville, Ky.

Van Heusen

The Shirt for Day-Long Collar
Neatness...Without Starch!

Look at Van Heusen shirts when you put on one.
They're all smooth, unstarched — and so comfortable —
at the end of the road. It's the collar that does it.
The handsome, specially tailored Van Heusen collar that's exclusive
with Van Heusen Shirts.

1. LooK neat ... because the collar can’t wrinkle - buttons straight but not!
2. LooK neat ... because of attractive Van Heusen collar and tailoring, because of figure-fit and custom-cut
3. LooK neat ... because all Van Heusen Shirts are "shaped", laundered-starched, endorsed by American
Institute of Laundromatics.

Give your neck a break — get it inside a Van Heusen Shirt. In whites and
smart new patterns, at dollars everywhere, $1.50 and up.

Van Heusen Ties are harmonized to Van Heusen Shirts — $1 and $1.50.

* Phillips-Jensen Corp., New York 1

Readers of Van Heusen Shirts • Van Pajamas • Collars • Sportswear
the future of Sullivan & Cromwell depends on it no less than the future of global prosperity. But he does not see the sense of forcing expert at an uncomparably lower, stability is made is more important him than a precarious volume. A Dulles enemy might read into to him than a precautionary volume. Dullis was a fashion for a name that included the German capitalist system. But Dulles is certainly no Boer Pessone Republican when it comes to tariffs.

Up to 1987 Dulles still thought of himself as spending his working hours in the presence of his elders. Accordingly he still cultivated a restrained and deferential manner. But as he reached his late 80s he suddenly discovered that many of his contacts were with not younger than himself, men who looked up to him. Among those men were Tom Dewey, whom he met at one of those causal lawyer lineups by which the junior partners in big law firms keep track of rising talent. Although Dulles deleted to Dewey in his judgement on domestic things he could be proud of his potential when the younger man began pumping him about foreign affairs. The relationship made Dulles eager for Dewey's political advancement, for behind the figure of the opinion-seeking lawyer there is a creature in Dulles. He would like to play a direct role in shaping the future of the U.S. in the world and he makes no bones about it.

For the past five years Dulles has been preparing to have an impact on the peace through his work with the Federal Council of Churches. Inasmuch as Christians have a long list of values in a lot of countries it is clear that his labors in pushing the churchmen to formulate their message in terms of "six pillars of peace" will have an impact on the world's future regardless of his own political chances.

During the long years of his private practice, with its focused opportunities for creative manipulation, the artist in Dulles has had to be concerned with vocational satisfaction. His approach to his various summer homes is significant. At his place in Cold Spring Harbor he dabbles about with a pruning knife, working to keep his apple trees clear of worms and grubs. As he sits at dead bark he says, "You have got to work at it and expose it to the air. The pests of darkness are very evil." Dulles sometimes works in the vegetable garden at Cold Spring Harbor and repeats the fact that big apartment homes have cut off the sunlight from his garden in back of his white limestone Manhattan home at 73 East 72nd St.

The creative urge really came out at the picturesque log cabin that Dulles owns on Deer Island, where Lake Ontario merges into the St. Lawrence. There he builds fireplaces, picking out his own mantels. Every April he goes to Deer Island to watch the northward flight of birds. He does his own cooking, and later, in the summer when there isn't so much to do on show he takes to his yawl, which he and his sons twice sailed by way of the St. Lawrence, Canadian and New England coastal waters all the way to Long Island.

Although Dulles was a delegate to the Republican convention, he refused to sit on the platform committee. He didn't want to be implicated in the making of any foreign-policy plans laid down after the nomination of a Presidential candidate, for he felt almost certain that Dewey, if nominated, would have to speak out on his own. As one of the inner circle of Dewey advisers, Dulles is extremely busy these days hatching up ideas on foreign policy for Dewey to pocket. He will gladly forego minor criticism at Deer Island to imbibe the same for larger creative activities in connection with the campaign. And if a Republican victory should call him to Washington he would be glad to transfer his creative efforts to the office once occupied by his grandfather, who was Secretary of State in the days when Republicans weren't afraid of having a foreign policy.

They boarded a Swedish ship in a Portuguese port after being released from German internment camps. And every one brought a long post-war appetite for ice cream.

"We must have eaten at least a quarter of a ton of it the first day out," one of the Grischekow passengers reported.

That very human, very American incident has been multiplied many times during this global war — in every sector where Uncle Sam's sons and daughters are serving. Ice cream means birthday parties and strawberry sundaes and the corner drug store. Ice cream brings a brief taste of home to a browned soldier or a tired nurse.

But ice cream is much more than a pleasant memory or a delicious dessert. Like milk and cream, ice cream is a valuable food, rich in vitamins and calcium.

That's why ice cream appears on Army and Navy menus as regularly as possible — and civilians cannot always get all they want. But if you're content with your fair share, and take part of your order in real fruit sherbets or fruits, you can continue to enjoy ice cream.

For our part, we'll make as much ice cream as we can — and keep it pure and good — and continue the research that has developed so many nutritious products from milk — nature's most nearly perfect food.
Life Calls on a Little French Girl

Mlle. Paule Marie Truffert returns to her Cherbourg home and becomes a favorite of American soldiers

Paule Marie Truffert of Normandy is 11 and redheaded, she has a broad and friendly smile and a Stevenson accent. She speaks pretty good English. These attributes have endeared her to the Allies since the Allies freed Cherbourg. Paule is particularly fond of colored Yankees. Indeed, all officers are "wells," "bells." They are delighted at her bright "Good morning!" and "What d'ya say, Ball?" Whiskers she speaks with a pock-faced "Ah, sure, ma'am." Paule is wholly unoccupied with her new friends; however. She is a serious and intense patriot, a young Frenchwoman with a full sense of responsibility. The Truffert family has lived in Cherbourg for a hundred years, is Normandy much longer. Her father served the local garrett which was taken up by the Germans. In May 1940 the Germans ordered Paule and her brother to evacuate to their grandparents' home in Falaise, leaving M. and Mme. Truffert with a bundle of German officers. Paule needed back on holidays to see her parents. A week after the Allies took Cherbourg she hitchhiked home to be with American soldiers. She plans to start a seven-year medical course at the faculty in Paris this fall. She can be a doctor in France West Africa. These pictures by LIFE photographer David Scherman portray Paule as perhaps most endearing personality that has just emerged from among the thousands of liberated French.
News Coverage, too, has a new concept

Just as the news and great circles of air traffic alter those conceptions of geography formed from flat pictures of one school day books, NBC is supplying a new standard of news coverage.

Wide as the world, NBC news facilities are providing the American public with news still in the making – authoritative comment ... that dwells the most extensive efforts of other days.

Today, NBC on-the-spot broadcasts from all over the globe ... expert opinion, informed comment ... result in the average American citizen's being better and more quickly informed of current events ... more accurately posted on the news ... than ever before.

And that's just the beginning. To all this add NBC television ... the thrill of actually seeing news such as the invasion and the Republican and Democratic Conventions, filmed of which were recently released by NBC. Plans now being made will eventually enable millions to enjoy NBC television. ... watch hundreds of events as they become news ... witness more and more important events of the day, as they happen.

Look to NBC to lead in all new branches of broadcasting by the same wide margin that now makes it "The Network Most People Listen to Most."

National Broadcasting Company
America's No. 1 Network
"He goes with me on every call!"

"Yesiree, Tommy. When a boy’s sick, minutes count. And good tires—the kind I can depend on—get me there in a hurry—are a must on my car. That’s why I stick to Fisk. They’ve got what it takes."

When you’re eligible for new tires treat yourself to Fisk. Besides delivering mileage at least equal to any synthetic tire built Fisk Tires are skillfully engineered to give you extra protection against dangerous blowouts and flats.

But eligible or not the Fisk boy stands ready to help you with tire problems. Have your tires checked regularly by the friendly experienced tire dealer who displays his sign. Helping get most miles from your tires is that dealer’s business. And he’s good at it.

FISK TIRES
Chicago Falls, Massachusetts – Division of United States Rubber Company

Whose Right?

There are three different kinds of locomotives—steam, Diesel and electric.

You don’t have to be a railroad man to guess what they’re arguing about.

It’s all in use, however. For deep-down issues, each of these men—and every man who really knows railroading—realizes that to one type of locomotive is better than the other two except under certain conditions and for certain specific duties.

That’s why American Locomotive builds all three. We’ve been in the business too long to champion one type of locomotive.

We know from a hundred years of experience that only a careful study of a railroad’s requirements can determine which type of power should be used.

Today, a large percentage of America’s railroad streamliners are powered by American Locomotive engines—some steam, some Diesel, some electric. Each is unsurpassed at its particular job because each was built for that particular job.
"-what I like best is their friendliness of fit"

You discover the meaning of friendliness of fit the moment you slip your foot into a stock new Jarman...every inch of leather seems to have been moulded just for your foot. This distinctive friendliness of fit is the result of Jarman's years of painstaking research in shoe design to provide for American men the ultimate in fit and comfort. Four leathers, scientifically designed lasts, balanced designs, right and left patterns...all these are skillfully combined by expert shoe craftsmen in the making of authentically styled Jarman shoes. From start to finish, every pair is built to give the wearer that extra margin of comfort that marks a truly fine shoe. Millions of men have discovered, in these days of more walking in less shoes, the wisdom of investing in friendly-fitting, moderately priced Jarman shoes. When you're ready for your next pair of shoes, visit the Jarman dealer in your community and try on a pair...discover friendliness of fit. They are made in a complete range of sizes and widths, 5 to 15, AAAA to EEEE.

ROYAL CROWN COLA

"Gets my call, Tastes best of all!"

says MARJORIE REYNOLDS

"This cola really rings the bell,"

Says Miss R. "It sure is swell!"

Like many a star, she took a test,

Found Royal Crown Cola tasted best!
Macmillan
RING-FREE
MOTOR OIL

BUY RING-FREE
WHERE YOU
SEE THIS SIGN

Pure Premium Quality 35c a Quart

Macmillan Petroleum Corporation, 20 West 39th Street, New York 18, N. Y. - Made in USA

Pictures to the Editors

Metamorphosis

When Jane Hutton was a photograph-

er's assistant, she never paid any atten-

tion to the bowler-hatted man who

would occasionally come into the

office. But one day, in the middle of a

very tense period, he asked to see the

golden-haired assistant who was in

charge. Without an understanding of

service, she then realized that she had

had a lucky break.

Rutgers University Press, 39 West 3rd Street, New York 11, N. Y.

G. I. Miracle...

The first time it happened, they knew that they'd seen a miracle.
But when it happened again and again, they began to call it
(a little humorously, perhaps, but with great pride) the "G. I. miracle."

And it happened again the other night: Long overdue, a

bowler for a moment given up by the men who

wait and watch, her general crew — she came in...More than 25

men of Belling Flying Fortresses that had rendezvoused

with a half-mile of two of her engines

from out of action and the remaining two damaged by

enemy fire.

To the men and women who build Wright Cyclone

engines, stories such as this have deep personal

meanings. For theirs is the pride of building the power for

the magnificent planes — power to living men back,

and to hasten the end of the bitterest war of all time.

And here is the power, too, to maintain peace, insure

our national security, and provide jobs in a new era

of trade and transportation after the war is won.

For the rise of American airpower offers one most

viable legacy of this war — 1,000,000 workers and

men of the air, 110,000 miles of new

American bases throughout the world, nearly 400,000

planes since Pearl Harbor; and more compared

to total pre-war jet fleet of less than 400 planes.

But many problems must be faced immediately, if

we are to meet the needs of these sons: Problems of

finance, the distribution of surplus aircraft, our national

security and international agreements, and the

economics for the overworked airmen and modernization of

You can help solve these problems: The responsibility of

looming size is — and of building sound governmental planning now — men with every man

and woman in the United States.

Look to the Sky, America!

Curtiss-Wright

Manufacturing Division
Curtiss-Wright Airplane Division
Curtiss-Wright Aeroplane Corporation
Curtiss-Wright Propeller Division

Buy war bonds Today
The real judges of Tampax are its users
And this form of sanitary protection now has millions of them!

Do you think that a man who has never used Tampax can give a unbiased opinion as to all its advantages? Of course not! If you doubt this, decide, by using some women who have used Tampax, if the great number of ads and external print does not betray the advertising. The men, the spading, the erasing, the skipping, the dancing, the turning-the-brake, the good housekeeping, the easy disposal. You should long remember the day you become a Tampax woman.

Helen Morgan

EYE-GENE
2 DROPS CLEARS, RIDES IN SECONDS

GOOD BYE
Smoke Smudge
IDENT
REMOVES IT SAFELY

Choice of two textures
Safely guaranteed
Made in a Doctors' House Good Housekeeping Seal

Gently cleans away even tough smudges
Restores natural natural
leaves. Delightful, refreshing flavor. Use Sontex and smile with confidence.

GOOD BYE

Which identify do you choose?

NEW
LUDEN'S
HONEY-LICORICE COUGH DROPS!

Here's new taste in cough drops. Delicious honey-licorice flavor. Each drop contains a measured amount of honey, licorice flavor and refreshing, soothing cough medicine._{

On Feet for Over 30 Years

Schenley Reserve
BLENDED WHISKEY

Schenley Distillers Corporation, New York City. 86 proof-malt. per cent neutral spirits distilled from corn grain.
Give me Shredded Ralston

I've got a job to do!

One taste of this favorite American cereal and you, too, will say: "Give me Shredded Ralston!" Here's nourishing whole wheat to give you a new lease on energy. Whole wheat baked into crisp bite size biscuits—so delicious the flavor secret is patented. A no-point food that's right for eating morning, noon or night.

At grocers, at hotels and restaurants, speak up: "Give me Shredded Ralston!"